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A B S T R A C T

Luminescence emitted from water was recently observed by Yamamoto et al. for X-rays with lower energy
than the Cerenkov-light threshold. This phenomenon contradicts the conventional consensus that such low-
energy photons cannot generate luminescence. Because properties and mechanism of this phenomenon have
not been revealed yet, we carried out a series of observations of water luminescence during irradiation of
diagnostic 120-kV X-rays by using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.
As a result of PMT measurement, the light yields owing to luminescence per unit dose deposition to water
decreased almost linearly with the increase in the pulse duration time; approximately 25 % reduction of light
yield was observed as the duration time increased from 0.025 s to 0.5 s. Therefore, the luminance intensity
was not simply proportional to the dose deposition to water. In addition to water, sulfuric acid was used for
luminescence imaging by a CCD camera for comparison. The profile curve of luminance along the beam center
axis for sulfuric acid showed a somewhat different tendency in comparison to that for water; a notable bump
appeared in the entry region of the X-rays. Based on these observations, the possibility of the contribution of
sonoluminescence to the water luminescence can be discussed.
. Introduction

Recently, Yamamoto et al. had reported on the imaging results
f water luminescence using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
uring irradiation of various kinds of ionizing radiations such as pro-
ons [1], alpha particles [2], carbon ions [3], and X-ray photons [4].
n their work, despite the fact that the energy of related charged
articles, including secondary electrons, was less than the Cerenkov-
ight threshold, the distributions of ionizing radiations could be imaged
uccessfully. They conjectured that the luminescence was not from
erenkov-light emitted by the produced electrons but from the radicals
roduced in water by the irradiation of the ionizing radiations. This
ew finding may be very important, and the mechanism of lumines-
ence production should be explained more clearly. However, detailed
haracteristics of such an extraordinary luminescence have not been
ully studied yet. For example, when water was irradiated with X-ray
hotons [4], the condition of X-ray photon irradiation was limited (120
V, 200 mA, 0.5 s and 60 kV, 400 mA, 0.4 s), and the intensity of lumi-
escence was roughly evaluated as the pixel value of the CCD camera.
or the advanced application of water luminescence by diagnostic X-
ays, it is evident that more studies should be conducted from various
iewpoints.

For this purpose, we attempted a series of observations of water
uminescence using diagnostic 120-kV X-rays by means of a photo-
ultiplier tube (PMT) with an electrometer for several irradiation
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conditions. We also carried out imaging by a CCD camera not only
for water but also for sulfuric acid in order to discuss the possi-
bility of relationships between the water luminescence and so-called
‘‘sonoluminescence’’ phenomenon.

2. Methods

2.1. Measurement of light yield by luminescence using PMT

A. Experimental setup for light yield measurement using PMT
Fig. 1(A) shows a schematic drawing of the experimental setup for

light yield measurement during diagnostic X-ray photon irradiation of
a water phantom. As a water phantom, an acrylonitrile styrene copoly-
mer (AS) resin bottle (hereinafter ‘‘AS bottle’’) filled with distilled water
was arranged on a table alongside a conventional diagnostic X-ray
system (Toshiba KXO-50G with X-ray tube of DRX-2724HD). The outer
diameter of the AS bottle body was 6.5 cm, the height of the bottle
was 20 cm, the wall thickness was 0.2 cm, and the inner volume was
approximately 500 cm3. The side surface of the bottle was wrapped
with white Teflon tape as a light reflector, except for the bottom part.
A 2-in photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu H6410) was connected
to the bottom surface of the bottle via optical silicone grease, as shown
Fig. 1(B). The output light yield from the PMT was measured using an
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic drawing of experimental setup for light yield measurement, (B)
photo of AS bottle connected to PMT, and (C) a photograph taken during the light

ield measurement experiment.

lectrometer (Keithley Model 6512) in the charge integration mode; the
aximum measurable charge was 20 nC. A high-voltage power supply

ORTEC 456) was used to apply a bias voltage of −500 V to the PMT.
A photograph taken during the light yield measurement experiment

s shown in Fig. 1(C). When conducting the light yield measurement
xperiment, the AS bottle and connection part between the AS bottle
nd the PMT entrance face were covered with a black light-shielding
heet to avoid the influence of ambient light. As shown in Fig. 1(C),
ollimated X-rays were irradiated to a limited area of the AS bottle
hantom. The irradiated region of the AS bottle was 10 cm along the
ottle axis at its center.

. Light yield measurement experiment using PMT
X-ray photons (120 kV) were irradiated with several settings of tube

urrent and duration time, as indicated in Table 1. The purpose of this
xperiment was to study the dependence of the luminescence output
ight yield per unit dose on the duration time of X-ray pulse irradiation.
o evaluate the actual dose deposition precisely, a quality assurance
ool for the X-ray device (RaySafe, Unforce ThinX RAD [5]) was used.
ctual dose values were measured for the all setting conditions listed

n Table 1 in a common geometrical arrangement (source-to-detector
istance, 1 m; field size, 20 cm × 20 cm). To confirm the correctness
f the X-ray tube setting, the duration of pulse irradiation and the tube
oltage were also measured using the Unforce ThinX RAD.

The measurement for single-pulse irradiation of X-ray photons with
he same setting was repeated 5 times to confirm the reproducibility
f the measurements and to estimate the uncertainty of measurement.
2

Table 1
Irradiation setting condition of X-rays.

Condition number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

Tube voltage (kV) 120 120 120 120 120 120
Tube current (mA) 200 100 50 50 10 10
Pulse duration (s) 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.18 0.4 0.5

The interval between each single irradiation was maintained for at
least 30 s to avoid overloading the X-ray tube. In order to measure
the contribution of luminescence from the AS bottle wall, a series of
irradiations to the empty bottle was also carried out in the same way
as that to the bottle filled with distilled water.

2.2. Imaging of luminescence distribution using CCD camera

A. Experimental setup for imaging using CCD camera
Diagnostic X-ray imaging of water using a CCD camera was con-

ducted in a manner similar to that of Yamamoto et al. [4]. Instead of
a transparent liquid container made of acrylic, we used a transparent
glass bottle with square cross section as the water phantom in the
present experiment. Since both distilled water and sulfuric acid were
used, the material of the container should have been resistant to strong
acid. The dimensions of the square cross section of the bottle body
were 7 cm in a side length, the height of the bottle was 18 cm, the
wall thickness was approximately 0.8 cm, and the inner volume was
approximately 500 cm3.

Fig. 2(A) is a schematic drawing of the experimental setup for
luminescence imaging during diagnostic X-ray photon irradiation of
a water phantom or sulfuric acid. The same diagnostic X-ray system
(Toshiba KXO-50G with an X-ray tube of CRX-2724HD) as the light
yield measurement experiment was used. The glass bottle was viewed
with a cooled CCD camera operating at -−5 ◦C (SBIG, STF8300M) with
an F-0.95 telescope lens (Schneider, Xenon25/F0.95). The distance
from the CCD camera and the bottle surface was approximately 32 cm.
The built-in CCD element was a monochrome type with a pixel size of
3326 × 2504 with 16-bit depth (Kodak, KAF-8300). The sensitivity of
the CCD element was the highest for 550-nm light.

A photograph taken during the imaging experiments is shown in
Fig. 2(B). When conducting luminescence imaging, the glass bottle
was filled with distilled water or sulfuric acid (95% concentration of
H2SO4). The glass bottle and the CCD camera were covered by a black
curtain to avoid the influence of ambient light. In order to detect weak
luminescence, a cooled CCD camera was used with a pixel binning
mode of 5 pixels × 5 pixels. The distance from the X-ray source point
(focus position on the X-ray target) to the entrance surface of the bottle,
that is, SSD, was approximately 32 cm. The field size of irradiated
X-rays was 6.5 cm × 6.5 cm at the entrance surface of the bottle.

B. Imaging experiment using CCD camera
The purpose of the measurement using the water phantom and the

sulfuric acid phantom was to evaluate the difference in the lumines-
cence intensity as well as the luminescence distribution between two
different types of irradiated media. The 120-kV X-ray photons were
irradiated to the water phantom and sulfuric acid phantom. After a 2.5-
min dark measurement for automatic subtraction of the thermal noise
offset of the CCD, 2.5-min imaging was conducted by repeating 5-times
X-ray irradiations of 0.1 s at 120 kV and 200 mA at 30-s intervals.
Similarly, imaging was also conducted for 5 min by repeating X-ray
irradiation 10-times and for 10 min by repeating 20-times X-ray irradi-
ation. After each imaging of the X-ray irradiation, background imaging
of the phantom was conducted without irradiating the X-rays to correct
the background and non-uniformity of the CCD camera. The obtained
images were processed using public domain software (ImageJ [6]).
Apparent noise spots owing to the entrance of scattered X-ray photons
to the CCD camera were initially eliminated by the high-intensity and
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic drawing of experimental setup for luminescence imaging. (B) Photograph taken during imaging experiments.
Table 2
Dose measured by Unforce ThinX RAD. The uncertainty is expressed by one standard
deviation.

Condition number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

Dose (mGy) 0.745 0.730 0.738 1.364 0.702 0.873
Uncertainty (mGy) 0.008 0.033 0.027 0.024 0.008 0.011

small-pixel information. Then, to measure the intensity distribution in
the horizontal direction, a horizontal profile of the luminescence image
during X-ray irradiation was set along the center axis of the irradiation
field with a width of 50 bins, which was equivalent to 1.6 cm.

3. Results

3.1. Measurement of light yield by luminescence using PMT

Table 2 lists the measured doses by using the Unforce ThinX RAD
for different irradiation conditions. The condition numbers are same as
those of Table 1. The uncertainty indicates one standard deviation for 5-
times repeated measurements. No notable differences were observed for
the tube voltage between the X-ray tube settings and the measurement
by Unforce ThinX RAD.

Although the measured dose in Table 2 is not true dose deposited in
water, we used the measured value as the reference dose for evaluation
of luminescence per unit dose because the dose measured by Unforce
ThinX RAD is a reliable index that is proportional to the true deposited
dose to water. Even for the same setting of mAs value, some variations
of the doses measured by Unforce ThinX RAD were observed for the 6
setting conditions, as shown in Fig. 3.

The light yield for only water luminescence was evaluated by sub-
tracting the light yield for luminescence of the empty AS bottle from
that of the water-filled AS bottle. The dark current was less than 7
pA during the experiment and was practically negligible for the light
yield measurement of each pulse irradiation. The uncertainty of the
light yield was estimated as one standard deviation of 5-times repeated
measurements for each irradiation condition. Fig. 4(A) shows the light
yield of the AS bottle luminescence per unit reference dose measured
by Unfors ThinX RAD as a function of pulse duration time of X-rays.
Fig. 4(B) shows the light yield of distilled water luminescence per
unit reference dose measured by Unfors ThinX RAD as a function of
3

Fig. 3. Correlation between mAs setting and dose measured by Unfors ThinX RAD.

the pulse duration time of X-rays. As shown in Fig. 4(A), the light
yields per unit dose deposition in the AS bottle are almost constant
(∼11 nC/mGy) for a pulse duration time of 0.025 s to 0.5 s. On the
other hand, for distilled water, the light yields per unit dose deposition
decreased almost linearly with an increase in the pulse duration time;
approximately 25% reduction of light yield per unit dose is observed
from 0.025 s to 0.5 s.

3.2. Imaging experiment using CCD camera

Luminescence images of the glass bottle phantom filled with dis-
tilled water taken during 120-kV X-ray irradiation for 5 times (2.5
min), 10 times (5 min), and 20 times (10 min) are shown in Fig. 5(A),
(B), and (C), respectively. These three images are displayed with the
same maximum intensity. Fig. 5 (D) shows an optical photograph of
the glass bottle by ambient light for reference purposes. In the center-
height regions of all images irradiated by X-rays along the 𝑧-direction,

following bright luminescence of the glass-bottle wall at the entrance
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Fig. 4. (A) Light yield of AS bottle luminescence per unit reference dose measured by Unfors ThinX RAD as a function of pulse duration time of X-rays. (B) Light yield of distilled
water luminescence per unit reference dose measured by Unfors ThinX RAD as a function of pulse duration time of X-rays. Actual value of pulse duration time is also evaluated
by Unfors ThinX RAD.
Fig. 5. Luminescence images of water phantom during irradiation of X-rays for irradiation of (A) 5 times, (B) 10 times, and (C) 20 times. respectively. Optical photograph of the
glass bottle by ambient light is indicated as (D) for reference.
side of the X-rays, a trapezoid-shaped luminescence distribution was
observed.

The evaluated width of the luminescence image at the entrance of
the glass bottle was approximately 60 mm, which was the same as the
width of the irradiated X-ray beam. The intensity of the luminescence
distribution increased with an increase in the number of irradiations.
The observations of water luminescence by X-rays described above are
almost consistent with the results reported by Yamamoto et al. [4]. In
the present work, luminescence was observed in not only the X-ray
irradiated part, but also the spout, shoulder and bottom parts of the
glass bottle owing to the influence of reflected light through the inside
of the battle wall.

Luminescence images of the glass bottle phantom filled with sulfuric
acid during 120- kV X-ray irradiation were taken using the same
4

procedure as those used for distilled water. The results are shown in
Fig. 6. The observed luminescence images for sulfuric acid seem to be
almost similar to those for distilled water.

Using ImageJ, the average luminance values were calculated for
the three neighboring regions of interest (ROI-1, 2, 3) along the X-ray
beam axis as, shown in the inset of Fig. 7 and plotted as a function
of the number of irradiated pulses, to evaluate the linearity between
the luminescence intensity and the total dose of irradiated X-rays. The
dose of 120-kV X-rays irradiated to the phantom surface was estimated
to be approximately 30 mGy per single pulse by measurement using
Unfors ThinX RAD. As shown in Fig. 7, good linearity was observed
between the luminance value and the total dose of irradiated X-rays
(number of irradiated pulses) at the all ROIs for both distilled water
(A) and sulfuric acid (B). The absolute luminance values observed for
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Fig. 6. Luminescence images of sulfuric acid phantom during irradiation of X-rays for irradiation of (A) 5 times, (B) 10 times, and (C) 20 times. Optical photograph of the glass
bottle by ambient light is indicated as (D) for reference.
distilled water were higher than those for sulfuric acid for all ROIs. The
ratio of the luminance value for distilled water to that for sulfuric acid
increased with an increase in the depth of the ROI along the beam axis
of X-rays: ∼1.3 at ROI-1, ∼1.6 at ROI-2 and ∼2.4 at ROI-3.

Fig. 8 shows the profile curves of the horizontal direction (z arrows
in Figs. 5 and 6) of luminance along the beam center axis for the
water phantom (A) and the sulfuric acid phantom (B) during irradiation
of X-ray photons for different numbers of irradiation. A prominent
luminescence distribution (peak) emitted from the wall of the glass
bottle is clearly observed at the beam entrance side (z = 2 − 7 mm)
and the beam exit side (z = 57−69 mm) for both Fig. 8(A) and (B). In
the water region of Fig. 8(A), z = 7 –57 mm, monotonously decreasing
curves are shown as the 𝑧-axis distance increases. This tendency is very
similar to the observations by Yamamoto et al. [Fig. 4(A) of [4]]. On
the other hand, in the sulfuric acid region of Fig. 8(B), z = 7−57 mm,
somewhat different curves are observed in comparison with those of
Fig. 8(A). A notable bump commonly appears at around the z = 15 mm
region for all three curves. Following the bump, a steeper decrease is
seen as the 𝑧-axis distance increases in comparison with that of distilled
water [Fig. 8(A)] owing to a larger attenuation coefficient than that of
water.

4. Discussion

The light yield measurement experiment using a PMT showed ev-
idence of water luminescence during irradiation of diagnostic 120-kV
X-ray photons for six irradiation conditions with different pulse dura-
tion. In addition, the luminescence of the AS bottle was also clearly
observed. This is consistent with the result of [4], in which 120-kV X-
ray luminescence imaging was successfully carried out using an acrylic
resin phantom by a CCD camera; AS resin and acrylic resin are made
from a similar composition of plastic.

The light yield output from PMT [nC] per unit dose deposition by X-
rays [mGy] was examined with reference dose measurement by Unforce
ThinX RAD by changing the irradiation conditions, especially the pulse
duration time. The light yields per unit dose deposition to the AS bottle
was almost constant for the pulse duration time from 0.025 s to 0.5 s.
5

By contrast, for distilled water, the light yields per unit dose deposition
decreased significantly as the pulse duration time increased. The results
indicate that the luminescence mechanism of the water is different
from that of the AS resin bottle for energy deposition by X-rays. The
intensity of the water luminescence by X-rays depends on the duration
time of pulse irradiation. Even for an equivalent energy deposition,
more intense luminescence is generated for a shorter duration time of
X-rays. This is a more remarkable property of water luminescence for
the X-ray photons with lower energy than the Cerenkov-light threshold
and may be closely related to the mechanism of this extraordinary
phenomenon. It should be noted that such a luminescence intensity
cannot be carelessly applied to X-ray dose evaluation because the
intensity depends on the duration time of X-ray irradiation.

For the luminescence imaging experiment using a CCD camera for
120-kV X-ray photons, sulfuric acid was also used as the irradiated
medium in addition to distilled water. The purpose was to evaluate the
difference in luminescence intensity as well as the luminescence spatial
distribution between two types of irradiated media. This is because,
recently, extremely intense ‘‘sonoluminescence’’ in sulfuric acid was
discovered [7–9]. The detailed mechanism of such extremely intense
sonoluminescence in sulfuric acid is still not sufficiently understood,
but it has been pointed out that the low saturated vapor pressure of
sulfuric acid may be important.

The sonoluminescence phenomenon is the emission of short bursts
of light from imploding bubbles in a liquid when excited by sound,
typically by ultrasonic means. It is known that the luminescence can
be generated through the so-called cavitation process, in which voids
filled with gas and vapor are generated within the liquid during the
tensile portion of the pressure variation [10]. On the other hand, some
incident radiation beams, especially pulsed proton beams, generate an
ultrasonic wave inside a medium such as water [11–15]. It has also
been reported by many articles that such an acoustic wave occurs
through cavitation process in liquid [16]. The cavitation process tends
to be induced by instantaneous energy deposition. Therefore, it is
possible that luminescence occurs by incident radiation beams through
a similar cavitation process. From the viewpoint mentioned above,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Implosion_(mechanical_process)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_bubble
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Fig. 7. Average luminance values at three neighboring ROIs along the X-ray beam axis as a function of number of irradiated pulses for (A) distilled water and (B) sulfuric acid.
Fig. 8. Profiles of horizontal direction of luminance of (A) water phantom and (B) sulfuric acid phantom during irradiation of 120-kV X-ray photons for different numbers of
irradiation.
sulfuric acid was also irradiated as a medium for the luminescence
imaging experiment.

Luminescence imaging experiments using a CCD camera showed
evidence of luminescence for both distilled water and sulfuric acid
using 120-kV X-ray photons. However, no apparent difference in inten-
sity was observed between the images of distilled water and those of
sulfuric acid; the order of luminance values for sulfuric acid was almost
equivalent or even smaller than those for distilled water. This means
that intense sonoluminescence does not occur by the incident of 120-
kV X-ray pulses with a duration time of 0.1 s. Hence, it is obvious that
we cannot simply explain the luminescence of water or sulfuric acid
for 120-kV X-ray photons by the sonoluminescence phenomenon. On
the other hand, as far as the profile curves of the horizontal direction
were concerned, a small but remarkable disagreement of tendency was
observed in the luminance distributions. Low-energy photons such as a
6

diagnostic level of 120-kV X-rays should attenuate monotonously with
an increase in depth of the penetration media. Unlike this expected
distribution observed for distilled water, a notable bump appeared
around the entry region (z ∼15 mm) for sulfuric acid that cannot
be understood as the well-known buildup peak, which is commonly
seen in high-energy X-rays at the therapeutic level. As a possible
conjecture, we anticipate that such a bump may be enhanced by weak
sonoluminescence through the cavitation process owing to local energy
deposition in the entry region of X-rays.

5. Conclusions

By the irradiation of 120-kV X-rays with lower energy than the
Cerenkov-light threshold, luminescence emitted from water was ob-
served using a PMT and a CCD camera. The luminance intensity per
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unit dose deposition to water depended significantly on the duration
time of the irradiated X-ray pulses. Therefore, the luminance intensity
was not simply proportional to the dose deposition in water. When
sulfuric acid was used instead of water, a straightforward contribution
of sonoluminescence to the luminescence of sulfuric acid was not
observed; however, somewhat different distributions were found in the
depth profiles of luminescence images observed by the CCD camera. It
is apparent that the more detailed studies will be necessary to reveal
the properties and mechanisms of water luminescence by X-rays with
a lower energy than the Cerenkov-light threshold.
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